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Studies on Drapery of tlie Transitional Period

female figure of obvious Greek workmansblp »vas recently Jts-

soovered In excavation by the Oriental Institute of the University

at Persepolls; 3be was found In a corridor outside a Court of

Heceptlon In a complex of buildings constructea by Darius tbe Great.

Objects with Xerxes name Inscribed and Alexanderls coins were also
discovered In the fill, although her head and feet and hands are

destroyed, probably knocked off by Alexander's soKldlers, and the
stool on which she sat, once of different material. Is gone, what
remains la In a perfect state of perservatlon. Fine white marble,

whose crystals are of medium sine -nd so thut wey seem

to be inset In the smoothed and finished surface, suggest an Island
origin. Indeed the only exactly similar marble Is the Mike discover
ed in Paros and still there In the local museum.

The position of the figure Is unusual and therefore easily Iden
tified as the Greek original of the Penelope type known from Koman
copies in the Vatican museum; Innumerable grave stele, Greek and

also Moman, represent a seated figure. Often they have a hlmatlon
drawn as a veil over their heads and rest their cheeks against thetr
hands, but never, except for the obvious copies of the Penelope,

against tiie stool.

If the type was hat com.aon in later periods it was frequent
aarlier. Hellah terracottas, of both the periods which laoohstnal

2 V. c -p-irrure But in tlie early period es-
ferentiated siiow sued S *

-.1 nri thin she faces the opposite direction,J^eoially she is tall and thin, sue
+•niii+i es in iiOias.» 1» nos .b'2 i'li91»$^9•I Uelbig, cailectipaj_2|_i^^
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and the drapery is so different in arrangement and styliza-

tion that a Median origin for the statue can not be conolud-
1

ed. That an Attic red-figured vase shows such a posed woman

but again without drapery similarities, would suggest that

exported Median terra cottas had made this the standard type

for a oectain mourning female, or that it..was common all over

the ^reek world and the terra cottas are merely the Median

version and the statue is the artist's own versies adaptationi

The former seems the more reasonablei

;i>ha was first identified as Penelo^jpe because she sits

in front of a loom on the red-figurdd vase. The accompany

ing figures on the terra cottas have also received appropriate

names, sometimes Ddysseus alone, then again with Aurycleia

and Telemachus. But the new statue, without attributes, is no

aid.

If the Penelope originally was set in a pediment, the

composition might be compared to Olympia where each figure

was madu to fill a certain space in the gabled outline. Cer

tainly the angle made by the bent head and raised knee upon

which her right elbow is propped suggests the slope of a ped

iment. But such a reconstruction is made less necessary by the

Odysseus of the Median terra cottas who grasps her right arm
and changes the triangle into a square.

The Olympia artists econtoized in labor and marble. Con

sequently horses and centaurs, Lapith maidens, Sterope and Hippo-
dame ia, Beus and Apollo have only half figures as though slic
ed from head to foot, and indeed so flat that they could have

1 Helbig.op*clt.



fastened close against tiie backgrouna by props put into their

enormous holes. The only figures with full bodily thickness

from front to back are those wdiich are kneeling or lying and

the two nude heroes, Pelops and OinomaaSi

The Penelope,too, was meant to be seen from the fronts

This alone would explain .the unnatural thinness... of the block

of marble from which she was cut, though her artist could not

permit the unseen parts to remain unfinished. Yet the Penel

ope much more than the kneeling or stretched out or stiffly

erect Olyiapia figures was designed to sit against a background,

and for the full front shoulders and profile legs each compon

ent part had a clearly defined outline. This emphasis on a

decorative form rather than a living figure determined the un

usual position of the legs, the inner hung over the outer, and©=

of the arms, one of which holds up the head and the other press

es against the stool. That tne thighs are cluiasily misunder-

stooQ beneath the himation could be objected from a realistic

point of veivv', but compositionally their position is admiss-

able because this is the line which determined the slope of

the shoulders, the bend of the head and the angle of the arm.

Contrast the Vatican Penelope where a fioman copyist v/ho knew

better tried to improve the relative proportions of thigh and

legs. The original Melian terra cottas, flat placc^ues with holes

cut out had needed no turning in space and the Penelope retained

the old formalized version in preference to realism, oixactly ^
comparable Is Myron's Discobolos where the broad flat shoulders
terminate in moving legs, and the individual figures of the

Tyrannicides.

Profile legs and full front shoulders were accepted for the
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Olyrapia pediflients and limbs v/ere shortened or lengthened or

thickened on almost every bent or stretched figure V'here measune-

ments cqi^d be taken. But occasionally a lapith maiden draws

one shoulder across the other, to protect herself from a cen

taur, and kneeling figures u'ho face their toes show an interest

in space substituted for clarmty of outline. Thus the Penelope

though finished in the back, is compositionalliy conceived more

as relief and less as sculpture in the round than the half

figures of the Olympia pediments.

Comparing the Chiaramonti, Vatican and Persepolis Penelopes,

it is obvious that the first two are more similar tha each other

than to the original. The proportions are different, gining a

broad flat appearance in the copies, the right shoulder slants

less, and the lap is so flat that the fine scalopped edge, if

it had been carefully copied, would have been hidden from viev/

by the thigh, Bven for the himation around the waist where the
pleats are pulled open more like Olympia than the original, there

is no exact copy of each fold. Bharply turned folds with interior

filling do exist in essence, but they run vertically ofi the

copies and lie horizontally on the the stool on the original.

An entirely new set of folds was added which fall in front of the
stool before they are drawn upon her thigh. One copy is in re
lief and the other has no particular arrangemenjr of the folds
in back, and the himation ends on the shoulder are not at all

« cin •{-f romii d seem possible that after the original wasthe same, bo it w P more than two hundred years advance)

lost, a type was evolved by artists^trying to remember the full
drapery style and the unnatural proportions of the limbs,of the
Transitional period, who..therefore emphaclzed these archaisms too
much and mlstooh the subordination of spatial Interests to outline
for mere relief*
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From the Vatican Penelope it was impossible to imagine

folds v/hich double over themselves as upon the stool, or the

series of layers piled upon her right thigh and hanging down

her left shoulder. Such soft cupping around her hips in front

end between the stool and her leg in back, where liquid could

not run out, and such soft branching of full folds at her back

aflimost rope like in their rounded projection, and even the first

soft suggestion of a saddle formation are only in the originali

The^wo^sets of "cartwheels" where folds radiate f. om a center,
one wheel at the back of her right elbov/ of folds folded over,

the other nearby but with its center on the stool, of folds

sharply cut out from material which seems drawn by suction.B^ut

most surprising is the chiton* From the oval beginnings as

fastened on her shoulders, the folds descend in triangles,whose

diagonal lines are emphacized by folding under, then pull out

and swirls in under her still slightly archaic breasts, and

finally fall below to double back and forth over theijiselves, both
horizontally and vertically, not as material but as frosted

decorations on cakes. Long deep striations of the left sleeve

further outline the figure, and the scalloped edges of the
right sleeve and its delicate finger print shov, even more clear
ly the "pastry" influence.Sumraed up the drapery of the new
Greek original is soft with a variety of types of folds, some
rounded, some sharp, some regularly parallel, others branching
and still others doubled over themselves, but all with a ohar-

aoterlstic fullness as though fiUbd from within, which is not
natural to woolen, linen or silk, end was hardly suggested by the
copies. Yet however round and full these folds areK, they can not
hide the soft feminine body beneath. The great contrast between

.1



Siie three Penelopes proves that Greek originals and homan copies

can not be compared on stylistic grounds,and necessitates studying

the new original with sculpture in Greece.Gince the head and

arms and feet of the Penelope are not preserved, drapery must be

the basis of comparison.

The regular perpendicular ends of the himation at her knee

and shoulder at first recall archaic art. hut for example the

maidens from the Pemple of Apollo at Delphi just suggest folds

piled upon each other, for the plane remains flat, and only

deep undorcutting separates fold from fold. But on the Penelope

a series of steps leads from the fold underneath to the one on

top, giving to each a natural thickness.

Certain drapery characteristics of the genelope might be

assigned a metal origin, such as the deep cut grooves outside the
right
breast, the folding under v.hich begins at the fastenajing of the

sleeve on the shoulder, and the sharp edge of the himation in

back under the right elbow. ^11 these are conspicuously absent

on the Delphi Charioteer, but what is least expected, folds even

thicker and more like rubber ballons filled v;ith v/ater are und^r

the blous^ng at the waist of the charioteer. These are clearly

seen only from directly below and therefore are not apparent

in photographs. Here as on the back of the stool of the Penelope,

the folds must double back and forth upon themselves so fully

rounded that a sharp bend is impossible.

The one short incision, which was later to become so popu

lar, is used on the -^"enelope over her right thigh and on the
oharioteer'srlght sleeve under the strap In the sevant£ rounded
fold from the neok.It outs into material which hed already be-



come so suollen that such an incision vias necessary, and which

pul'ls out over the tip of the incised line. The charioteer has

a compardtively small number of round folds at his waist and half^

way dov.n the skirt some of these are forced to fade out,usually

at an angle, to make space for the less numerous and more v/idej/y

spaced folds at the hem; To produce this result the sunk interior

of the pleat has to be sucked in toivards the body like under the

Penelope's breasts.

There is a large series of peplos maidens of abouti( this

period, hut all af them are the opposite ofnthe delicate and

graceful Penelope except for the Parian hikd. Similar in marble

and size,the differences can be explained because one is a mature
Xowvv-C

figure and wears av-Pori-c chiton, while the other is youthful

and dressed in a peplos.hut the fall of the heavy end folds

over the hikd's left shoulder is the same as these over the

right shoulder of the Penelope, hoth have the same widely spaced

outward pointed breasts, and drapery which swings in belo?/ to

accentuate the curved form beneath. Plight folds, which in
angle of

profile would show the same projection from each side, were

used for the back of the Penelope and the outer left leg of the

Nikd. Though each has lost his head, the thickening of the tilt

ed neck on the lower side and the horizontal hollow seem closely

related. This Parian Nlkd holds bunched in her hand bits of

drapery, with one short incised line of the Penelope variety,

and folds around it which in their thick overlapping and doughy

substance are very close to the pediments from Olpiipia.

Occassionally a fold made of a long oontinuous rope, which

is so swollen that in cross-section it would be half spherical,

J
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becomes too enlarged to continue as a single fold and therefore

divides itself into two folds v/lthout loosing size or changing
dwe ctI ov\.
^as under the Penelppe's right ana. Un the iiiast Pediment at

Olympia such branching is para^led just above the right ankle of

the Zeus .A groove may slice into the thickness to cut off the

new fold or the branching may be in the form of a wishbone but

in both the offspringing folds immediately have the same round

ness and thickness as the parent folds.Good examples sre on the
1

legs of the kneeling charioteer and on the thigh and ankle of
2

the youth. Both corner figures of the «i(est Pediment use branch

ing, one^on the ground and on her left leg near the knee, the
4

other froia her back to\/ards her knee.

This drapery which seems to have been filled from withih,

is of such heavy substanc that when it spreads upon a flat sur

face, as ground or stool, it doubles back, folding over itself.

Though they remain longer and thinner in the Penelope at her

back a close resemblence is to be seen under the left knee of
1 5

the kneeling charioteer and below the left hand of the youth^

Por the most peculiar ends on the front of the stool there are

no parallels at Olympia.

Over the lap of the Penelope, though they retain the soft

edges of the more common type, are some folds which seem starch

ed, so that they can no longer curve but must be stiffly bent.
jJxaotly Phe same Idea vms re:iponslble for vertical folds below

the left breast of the Lapith maiden. There Is a similar sharp

ness in the transition of folds from a horizontal to a vertl-

L

1 huschor and hamann. Die Slculpturen des Zeus Temples zu Olytipla,
, Tpi.ZZVII.2. p -nn TYKTV
3 Pl.XKXIV. 6 Pl.h^ •
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cal plane as by the thigh of the i'enelope and between the legs

of the maiden on the -^ast fediraent. Sometimes two heavy folds

are separated by two long hollow grooves running towards each

other from both ends but not meeting in the center, so that a

puff is left which joins the upper to the lower fold in exactly

the same v/ay as the branching is effected. At ^lympia this is to

be seen at the v/aist of the Old Seer.

Short incisions are common, but for example at the back
2

of the waist of the kneeling maiden from the -ii-ast Pediment,

of the many incisions only one is of the Penelope type. It is also
5 4

found on the youth under his right leg and on the Lapith maiden

who again has many of the ordinary type at her waist, but only

tvvo of the correct form which start from the line marking the

separation between lag and hip. for the fingerprint just above

the incision on the Penelope there is only one parallel at Olym-
5

pia, on one maiden above her left heel and in the overblouse at

the back.

Folds, whether represented as grooves or as ridges alone

.comprise the drapery. Put occassionally the materiel has been

given the quality of real cloth and the folds have become
additions, so that the space between rather then the surface

drawing has beooiae important. This shifting from the linear
ridges or grooves to the plastlo ground beneath _^^ls^seen^between
the right thggh, right leg and bench at the back, and only once

at Olympia, by the ankle of the crouching maiden on the iSast
Pediment.^similar Is the sucking In of the folds towards the body
as though the cloth was damp, so clear under the right breasts
of the Penelope, and though not accompanied by the same, fold

1 Pl.XI^.
2 Pl.UX.
5 Pl.ZZV.

4 Pl.XLIII.
5 Pl.XX.
6 PI.-



arrangements, to be seen on tbe left skirt of the Hippodameia,

jjroad. end folds whose soft edg.s are exactly parallel, of

the same size at top and bottom and finished in slight curves,

almost twice as wide as high and set absolutely horizontally,

are found three times on the Penelope, so it is not accident
j^ast Pediment the

swallow 1^1 ends are missing. On the^old seerl not only

has this formula but the same amount cut out under the curved

edges to throw shadows, a narrow raised hem down the straight

edges and a hollow down the center.It is the same in the Lapith

maiden who wears an Ionic chiton but even more exactly par

allel to the himatiom of the Penelope are the folds over her

shoulder, in their slight turning back, in the proportions of

the ends and in the undercutting. Her skirt is made like the
Penelope's, of narrow pleats evenly arranged, where two shallow

grooves nearer the edge than each other run down the leng^
of each pleat, and each pleat is separated from its neighbor

by a narrow channel. Long slightly projecting folds, brought
evenly to a point from both sides, as under the centaur's
left leg, are comparable to the back of the Penelope. The
chiton, for close examination shows that the artist intended
the projections to be the folds not the incisions, is compar
able to the Penelope only because there are none which are
closer. Of all the Qlyrapia pedimental figures, these two are
the closest to the Penelope.

ainoe tHe Parthenon metopes have such a variety of typea
of drapery It la not surprlslns to find a oomblnatlon of folds
Which suesasta the Persepolls figure. The closest la at the
corner of the North side, number XXXII, where^the familiar

1 Busohor and Hamann, op.olt, PI.HI,
5armlh Museum, IheJJoulEtures.^L«^^
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short incisions with a puff at their ends, projecting folds

which are long and fully rounded, bunches filled from within

doubling back over themselves, and thin chiton foldSjwhich

are regularly emphacized by deeper incisions, which "wiggle"

in imitation of the greater folds. Material held close to the

body by suction..from which sharp folds project are also behind

the right arm of the standing figure, D'ound only here and on

the Penelope are the folds which radiate from a fixed point on

the chair and are neither raised or sunk, but made of folds

folded up from below.

From such a detailed analysis it can be concluded that

sometime in the 'i'ransitional period a new type of drt^pery

came into Greece whose characteristics v/as a fullness of folds.

It manifested itself in different ways, such as at Olympia

where doughy drapery sprawls over body and ground alike,

hiding them both, or in the ^arian Nikd where doubled folds

alone seem filled. It begins as early as the Delphi Chariot

eer and lasts as late as the Parthenen metopes. It was not
predominant as proven by other Parthenon sculptures and such
reliefs as that from Dleusis where it had no influence* Since

Roman copies are of absolutely no value in discussing this

Greek original, it is only worth remarking that at one period
such rounded rope folds and full heavy edges and doubling and

redoubling v/ere revived for Roman togaed generals and draped
ladies.

It has been an incorrect assumption based on the Olympia
sculptures, where indeed it is true, that this preference for

full folds is accompanied by lack of a body hidden beneath.
Also to be discarded after a study of the Penelope is the
oomrtton opinion that this heavy style was the antithesis of
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